
Request to Parents 
★Day Care Room 
The reception desk is in front of the day care room.  Our childminder will ask 
you about the physical condition of your kids and take their bags.   
 
★What You should bring with your kids 
In addition to beverages (water or tea) and snacks, you need to bring their 
lunch if you cannot take time for their lunch due to your work requirements.   
You should also bring their diapers and change of clothes they need. 
Breast-feeding mothers can use the day care room to feed the babies.   
Put all the belongings of each of your kids in one bag.   
(Make sure to put their names on all of their belongings.) 
Be advised in advance that we affix name stickers to your kids and their 
belongings.   
Parents/children (in principle, anybody at the age of three or older) are 
required to wear masks. 
 
★Before You Leave Home for the Day Care 
In case you or your kids have some physical conditions, e.g. temperature of 
37.5 degrees Celsius or higher, or are the confirmed/probable patients of any 
infectious diseases, we cannot take in your kids.   
 
★In case your kids develop sudden fever or other physical condition, we will 
contact the one listed as the emergency contact.   

 
★In case any of your family members are diagnosed with COVID-19 within 
two weeks after you use this day care room, contact us immediately.   
 

Hokkaido Kosodate Shien Workers (NPO) 
 Phone: 011-632-5180 

 
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・Tear Here・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ 
 
【Date of Day Care Service:                  】 
 
Put a tick mark in each of the boxes below to indicate your agreement, and 
give to the childminder of the day.  
 
□Have not come in contact with anybody diagnosed with COVID-19 or as their close 
contacts in less than two weeks prior to the day you want to use the day care service.  
□Checked the temperature of your kids before coming in, and confirmed that they 
do not have the temperature of 37.5 degrees Celsius or higher nor any respiratory 
symptoms (fever and other symptoms, hereafter), or it has been over 24 hours after 
their fever was subsided with no current respiratory symptoms including coughing 
and strong fatigue (moodiness). 
□No family member in the same household has the temperature of 37.5 degrees 
Celsius or higher. 
□No family member including the kids came back from overseas within two weeks.  
□In case any of your family members are diagnosed with COVID-19 within two 



weeks after you use this day care room, contact us immediately. 
□The group insurance policy we purchase is for the damage caused by accidents.  
It does not cover the damage caused by diseases/illness contracted during the service.   
 
I agree with the above 

              , 20       
           Name:               

 
 
 
 
  


